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My Fantasy of World Peace
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I fantasize an aura of peace and Tranquility
Where there is no glimpse of self-absorption
Where Homo sapiens know the value of affection
And they can live a life of serenity and comfort

I fantasize the world of unconditional Love
Where there is balance betwixt Nature and Man
Where everyone discovers his own Peace
And learn to share the bounty of Nature

I fanaticize of a world of Exuberance and Exultation
Where there is no prejudice between prince and pauper
Where equality and integrity is the essence of life
And people have fabulous memories to cherish and love

I fantasize world free from Corruption and Terrorism
Where people spreading fragrance of Fraternity
Where people have no fear of Bloodshed
And live in harmony forever and ever

I fantasize world without Agony and Violence
Where there is no Destruction, no Starvation
No Suppression, no Melancholy and no Aggression
And people living blissfully with patience

I fantasize people sowing seeds of Amity and Comradeship
Deep in the fathoms of their Heart and Soul
And nourishing it with Consonance and Compassion
And World Peace in abundance bloom and flourish